Excited conduction electrons, conduction holes, and valence holes in monolayer electron-doped graphene exhibit unusual Coulomb decay rates. The deexcitation processes are studied using the screened exchange energy. They might utilize the intraband single-particle excitations (SPEs), the interband SPEs, and the plasmon modes, depending on the quasiparticle states and the Fermi energies. The low-lying valence holes can decay through the undamped acoustic plasmon, so that they present very fast Coulomb deexcitations, nonmonotonous energy dependence, and anisotropic behavior. However, the low-energy conduction electrons and holes are similar to those in a two-dimensional electron gas. The higher-energy conduction states and the deeper-energy valence ones behave similarly in the available deexcitation channels and have a similar dependence of decay rate on the wave vector k.
The temperature-and doping-dependent Coulomb decay rates of monolayer graphene/a single-walled carbon nanotube could also be calculated from the Fermi-golden rule. [1] The bare and screened Coulomb potentials are the critical mechanisms in understanding the electronic excitations and deexcitations. One first considers the Coulomb intreraction between the |k, h and |p, h ′′ states. The square of the bare Coulomb interaction, which includes the band-structure effect, is expressed as
where |k, h ′ and |p, h ′ ′ ′ are two final states. The effective Coulomb potential, being characterized by the dielectric function, is given by
k+q is the deexcitation energy from the initial |k, h state to the final |k + q, h ′ state through the intraband or interband process. Such potential is sensitive to the direction and magnitude of the transferred momentum.
The effective e-e interactions could be utilized to explore the decay rate due to the inelastic Coulomb scatterings. From the Fermi golden rule, the quasiparticle decay rates of the excited |k, h)} state at any temperature is (h = 1)
By using the two relations
and
Equation (3) is further reduced
The Coulomb decay rate is determined by the Fermi-Dirac distribution of the final electronic state (the first term) and the energy loss function (the second term).
Results
The band structure of monolayer graphene is calculated by the tight-binding model, and
it is also successful to use in the other systems with different dimensions. [39, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] Monolayer graphene exhibits the feature-rich band structure, mainly owing to the hexagonal symmetry and the nanoscaled thickness. The linear Dirac-cone bands are isotropic for the low doping (E F ≤ 1 eV), while they gradually become parabolic at higher/deeper state energies [ Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b) ], according to the Pauli exclusion principle and the conservation of energy and momentum. The available deexcitation channels, the intraband e-h excitations, make the most important contributions to the Coulomb decay rates for the low-lying conduction electrons, corresponding to the orange part in Fig. 2(a) . But when the initial state energy is high, the interband single-particle excitations might become the effective deexcitation mechanisms [discussed later in Fig. 2 Fig. 1(e) . Specifically, the latter has the large deexcitation energies at small momenta and is thus expected to exhibit the efficient and unusual Coulomb decay rates.
The Coulomb decay rates strongly depend on the quasiparticle states of (k , h). Concerning the excited conduction electrons near the Fermi momenta, the c → c intraband decay processes are the only deexcitation channels; that is, the intraband single-particle excitations make the main contributions to such processes (the orange part in Fig. 2) ; therefore, the Coulomb decay rates monotonously grow with E c − E F , as indicated in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) by the orange curves. Apparently, the zero decay rates (the infinite lifetimes) appear at the Fermi-momentum states because of the step-like Fermion distribution function at zero temperature. Furthermore, those of the neighboring excited states
cording to the numerical fitting. Also, the analytic derivations have been done for graphite intercalation compounds. [32] Such an energy dependence is characteristic of a 2D electron gas. [30, 53] This is not surprising, since, when E c,v → E F , the deexcitation energy is essential linear in q whether the energy band has a linear quadratic energy dispersion. Furthermore, the low momentum-frequency intraband single-particle are the only deexcitation channels. It is for such reasons that the widths of the doped graphene and electron gas near the Fermi level share a common character. The similar results are revealed in doped silicene and germanene. [43] In addition, for the Fermi-momentum states, the temperature- to that of the low-lying conduction electrons (2D electron gas). Such results directly reflect the fact that the intraband single-particle excitations are the only available deexcitation channels, e.g., the pink curves related to the states very close to the conduction Dirac point
. As a result of the distorted linear dispersion, the finite decay rate at the Dirac point is different from the zero decay derived from the effective-mass model. [32] Specifically, the Coulomb decay rate is local minimum at the K point, indicating that the Dirac-point state is the most stable among all the excited conduction holes [green curves in Fig. 3 (a) and 3(b)].
On the other hand, the decay rates of the valence holes display the unique k dependence.
The valence states slightly below the Dirac point have significant decay rates [purple arrow in Fig. 3(b) ], approaching to those from above the conduction ones. They present only the v → c decay process, in which the deexcitation channels mainly come from the interband The effective deexcitation channels is worthy of a detailed investigation. Each excited state experiences the inelastic e-e Coulomb scatterings along any directions, as clearly indicated by the summation of q in Eq. (1), where the transferred momentum is a function of q (magnitude) and θ q (azimuthal angle in the range of 2π). Through the specific excitation spectra, it might exhibit several dispersion relations (less than six) in the q-dependent deexcitation energies for a fixed θ q . The main reason is that both Coulomb excitations and energy bands possess the hexagonal symmetry; that is, the excitation spectra are identical for θ q , θ q + π /3, θ q + 2π /3, θ q + π, θ q + 4π /3, and θ q + 5π /3. For example, the excited valence hole state, with the highest Coulomb decay rate along KM (KΓ), displays three (four) independent dispersive functions (blue curves) for θ q = 0 ample, the largest decay rates come from the interband hole channels; the efficient decay is mainly contributed by the plasmons. Furthermore, the stability of the conduction/valence Dirac-point states is held even under heavy dopings, e.g., E F = 0.75 eV in Fig. 7 .
In addition, the Coulomb decay rates of excited conduction and valence states in monolayer germanene have been thoroughly investigated in Ref. [43] , as done for graphene systems. The screened exchange self-energy is suitable for the inelastic Coulomb scatterings in monolayer germanene and silicene with the spin-orbital interactions; that is, the similar calculations could be finished under the accurate framework of the theoretical mode. It should be noticed that the spin-orbital couplings result in the superposition of the spinup and the spin-down components. However, it does not need to deal with the spin-upand spin-down-dependent Coulomb decay rates separately, because they only make the same contribution because of the . conservation of spin configurations during the Coulomb scatterings. It is sufficient in exploring the wave-vector-, conduction-/valence-and energydependent self-energy. The effective deexcitation channels, which are diversified by the composite effects due to the spin-orbital couplings and carrier doping, are predicted to cover the intraband & interband e-h excitations, and the second, third & fourth kinds of plasmon modes On the theoretical side, the RPA self-energy will be greatly modified under an external electric/magnetic field, mainly owing to the spin-split energy bands and wave functions, This is worthy of a complete investigation on the theoretical models and the electric-field-and magnetic-field-dependent Coulomb decay rates, being never studied in the previous calculations.
Conclusions
Monolayer germanene, silicene, and graphene, with the hexagonal symmetries, exhibit the The predicted Coulomb decay rates in monolayer germanene, silicene and graphene could be directly verified from the high-resolution ARPES measurements on the energy widths of quasiparticle state at low temperatures. [13, 14, 15, 24, 23] Up to now, no theoretical models can deal with the complicated dynamic charge screenings using the fully exact manners. The extra comments on the random-phase approximation are useful in understanding the theoretical progress. The RPA is frequently utilized to explore the Coulomb excitations and deexcitations of condensed-matter systems, especially for the high carrier densities in 3D, 2D and 1D materials. [1, 5, 38, 39, 42, 44] This method might cause the poor results at low free carrier densities in certain many-particle properties, mainly owing to the insufficient correlation effects. A plenty of approximate models have been proposed to address/modify the electron-electron Coulomb interactions, e.g., the Hubbard [55] and Singwi-Sjolander models [56, 57] 
